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During my interviews of over 60 IPTV related companies at
NAB 2007, I discovered many new facets of IPTV that range
from simple improvements in user interfaces to interactive
advertising.
Appear.TV (a new company) combined overlay and contextual
advertising on television programs. Appear.TV's ad insertion
system can select ads based on the context of the program (such
as reviewing the closed captioning text) and places these ads on
top (overlay) of video during the program. The use of overlay
advertising instead of interstitial ads ensures that the viewer

cannot skip over advertising messages using digital video recorders. Philips explained how
their watermarking for Cinema can identify the theatre and time when a person makes an
illegal recording of the movie using a camcorder (camming). This allows law enforcement
to stake out specific theaters to find the content thieves.

Another developing area at the show was television for cars. Triveni explained there
are different television needs for the front of the car compared to the back of the car and
how their new digital broadcasting systems could simultaneously provide both types of ser-
vices. Mixed mobile media described how they were turning compliance loggings systems
from a cost center into revenue producing services using intelligent asset management tools.
Several companies were demonstrating new automated systems for channel monitoring that
reduces the number of people that monitor channel quality displays while improving the
overall effectiveness and reliability of monitoring. 

There were several new television solutions for mobile and portable devices that used
ultralight (small footprint) applications. Another area of rapid growth is distributed media
storage systems. As people move from scheduled programming to time shifted program-
ming, distributed storage needs will dramatically grow.

Another key growth area is desktop television production. The trend seems to be mov-
ing away from large centralized systems to smaller distributed workstations that indepen-
dent developers can use. The key solution here seems to be providing graphics production
capabilities through remote Internet connections. 

As I've seen in other communication technology trade shows, there were several new
companies offering Internet TV (broadband TV) systems, services and supporting applica-
tions. Some of these systems had outstanding quality, even under high packet loss condi-
tions. Digital Fountain demonstrated how their error correction technology allowed for the
transmission of high-quality video transmission even with packet loss rates exceeding 10%. 
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Mr. Belt is a new product business development, marketing and sales expert for communication
products. Robert specializes in assisting international and OEM companies in finding, qualifying,
establishing meetings, defining product requirements, negation of sales contracts and follow-up cus-
tomer communication. He has more than 20 years of experience in product definition, engineering
specification, design and contract negotiation for non-standard and new products. Mr. Belt has
defined and located for strategic partnering, initiated discussions for technology partnering and
drafted alliance agreements. Robert's clients have included Alps, Motorola, Nokia, Wavetek,
Norand, Trimble, Mitsubishi, Panasonic, Fujitsu, Uniden, NEC, Qualcomm, Novatel, JRC, Apple,
Omnipoint, NYNEX, Bell Atlantic, SONY and hundreds of other companies.

Regis (Bud) Bates is a wireless systems expert who specializes in network operations and planning
for telecommunications and management information systems. As president of TC International
Consulting, he performs Strategic Planning, Business Continuity Planning and Technology
Innovation for his client companies. Mr. Bates has helped fortune 100-500 companies design, setup,
and manage LANs and WANs using SONET, ATM, MPLS, and VPN architectures. He specializes
in the setup of mobile communication systems and developing the processes necessary to ensure the
reliable restoration of networks when failures occur. Bud is a sought after professional instructor
and he teaches using both Instructor-led (ILT) and Virtual classroom learning (VCL) formats. Bud
Bates authored over fifteen technology-oriented books, many of which were best sellers for McGraw-
Hill. Bud received his degree in Business Management from Stonehill College (BS) in Easton, MA
and completed an MBA in Finance at St. Joseph's University in Philadelphia (except the thesis).

Mr. Harte has over 29 years of technology analysis, development, implementation, and business
management experience. Mr. Harte has worked for leading companies including Ericsson/General
Electric, Audiovox/Toshiba and Westinghouse and has consulted for hundreds of other companies.
Mr. Harte continually researches, analyzes, and tests new communication technologies, applica-
tions, and services. He has authored over 60 books on communications technologies and business
systems covering topics such as IP television, mobile telephone systems, data communications,
voice over data networks, broadband, prepaid services, billing systems, sales, and Internet market-
ing. Mr. Harte holds many degrees and certificates including an Executive MBA from Wake Forest
University (1995) and a BSET from the University of the State of New York, (1990). 

Robert BeltRobert Belt
MarketingMarketing

Bud BatesBud Bates
TechnologyTechnology

Lawrence HarteLawrence Harte
BusinessBusiness

IP Television Expert WritersIP Television Expert Writers

What makes a magazine successful is the value of its content. Our expert writers cover marketing, technology and business
issues that are critical to the success of IP television systems and services. 
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Tom Mowbray, PhD is a software systems, applications, and Internet technology expert, who has co-
authored of five professional books, including: Software Architect Bootcamp, AntiPatterns, and
CORBA Design Patterns. He is an Honorary Fellow of the Object Management Group (OMG),
Howard Hughes Doctoral Fellow, and an Associate Editor of the Journal of Enterprise Architecture
http://www.aeajournal.org. He is a Founding Advisory Board Member of the Worldwide Institute of
Software Architects (WWISA) http://www.WWISA.org, and Co-Founder of the Internet Component
Management Group (iCMG) http://www.icmgworld.com. He has conducted software and enterprise
architecture consulting on over 70 projects for Bell Labs, Hughes Aircraft, Martin Marietta, MITRE,
Blueprint, ARINC, SINTEF, General Motors, Stanford Software, ICH, QB, and Keane. Dr. Mowbray
has earned an MS from Stanford and a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Southern
California. 

Tom Mowbray PhdTom Mowbray Phd
SoftwareSoftware

Michael H. Sommer - The "Gadget Guy" Technology Commentator is a consumer electronics indus-
try expert. Mr. Sommer regularly appears on several television stations as the Gadget Guy and is
a sought after technology evaluation and marketing expert. His words and industry findings are ref-
erenced in many leading industry publications including USA Today, N.Y. Times and Telecom
Business magazine. Mr. Sommer has been on the communication staff of the Winter Olympics and
he is a staff expert writer for IP Television Magazine. He has been a consultant for hundreds of con-
sumer electronics product developers ranging from high-tech start-ups to fortune 100 multination-
al companies. His clients include Motorola, Cendant Corporation, Sony, and other leading edge
companies. Mr. Sommer attended the University of Hartford majoring in communications and he
specializes in working with executives from fortune 1000 companies providing them with an under-
standing of consumer electronics device requirements and marketing programs.

Michael SommerMichael Sommer
ConsumerConsumer

ElectronicsElectronics

Mr. Eric Stasik is the director of Patent08, an expert consulting firm located in Stockholm, Sweden
providing patent engineering, business development, and licensing services to small and medium-
sized enterprises. He is an expert in helping firms develop patent and licensing strategies that sup-
port their business objectives. He is the author of several books on patent strategy and maintains a
well-respected blog (www.patent08.com) on the business aspects of developments on patent law and
practice. Mr. Stasik is an engineer; he is not an attorney at law and does not provide legal advice.

Eric StasikEric Stasik
Patents &Patents &

LegalLegal

Avi Ofrane is the president and CEO, and a master instructor of The Billing College. Mr. Ofrane
founded The Billing College in 1996 to address the converging market trends associated with
telecommunications Billing and Customer Care. Mr. Ofrane began his career in 1977 as an analyst
with the IBM Corporation, designing and implementing manufacturing systems. Throughout his
extensive career, Mr. Ofrane has been involved in all aspects of the industry, including strategic
planning, RFP processing, vendor evaluation and selection, business process engineering, busi-
ness/systems analyses, project management, implementation, operations, quality assurance, and
executive management. Since 1982, Mr. Ofrane has concentrated exclusively on the telecommuni-
cations industry, in which he is now a recognized expert and master instructor in Billing and
Customer Care. Mr. Ofrane lectures extensively in the US and in Europe on Billing and Customer
Care issues, strategies, methodologies, and practices and he is a frequent speaker at major industry
conferences. He has authored several leading books on billing systems. Mr. Ofrane holds a BS,

Avi OfraneAvi Ofrane
BillingBilling

SystemsSystems
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Market Update
IPTV Market Update

by: Lawrence Harte

According to Multimedia Research Group, Inc. (MRG Inc.), the num-
ber of IPTV subscribers will grow from 14.3 million in 2007 to 63.6
million in 2011, a compound annual growth rate of 45 percent. In their
Global Forecast - 2007 to 2011, MRG details the key IPTV industry
growth events including:

Europe continues to be the biggest market for IPTV, with France
easily leading the growth spurt through IPTV operators Free, Orange
France Telecom and Neuf Cegetel. Also driving the market's success-
ful growth in the past 6 months has been fast growth in other parts of
Europe, especially Belgium, Spain, Italy and Eastern Europe. In Asia,
growth has been especially high in China, Japan, and Hong Kong. In
North America, growth has been significant in Canada and the United
States, especially from Verizon and the Independent Operating
Companies (IOCs).

Figure 1-1 shows the global IPTV subscriber forecast from 2007
to 2011 will grow from 14.3 million in 2007 to 63.6 million in 2011, a
compound annual growth rate of 45 percent. This chart shows that
Europe remains the leading region and its subscriber numbers have
increased versus the October 2006 forecast. Asia's prospects have con-
tinued to improve as tests in China and India have blossomed into suc-
cessful deployments. MRG forecasts that Asian and European sub-
scriber numbers will steadily grow closer from 2007 to 2011.

The service revenue projections by MRG show dramatic increas-
es in Europe, North America, and Asia. The forecast predicts that aver-
age revenue per user (ARPU) will grow due to added services. 





Figure 1-2 shows the global IPTV service revenue forecast from
2007 to 2011. This chart shows that IPTV service revenue will increase
from $3.6 billion in 2007 to $20.3 billion in 2011, a compound annual
growth rate of 71 percent. The service revenue projections by MRG

show dramatic increases in average revenue per user (ARPU) due to
added services. 
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Multimedia Research Group, Inc. publishes market analyses of new technologies for the digital media industries, and provides market
intelligence and strategy consulting for its client companies. MRG was founded in 1990 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, California. 

This (74-page) IPTV Global Forecast Report - April 2007 is available in printed format for $3,995.00; as a Departmental PDF license for
$5,200.00 US; and is available free as part of MRG’s IPTV Tracking Service. For more information or to order the report, contact Rob Smith
at +1-408-524-9767 or rsmith@mrgco.com, or visit www.mrgco.com
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Brix Networks and
HwaCom Systems
Deliver Industry's
First Set-Top Box
With Integrated IPTV
Quality Agent

Brix Networks, the leading provider of con-
verged service assurance solutions, and
HwaCom Systems of Taipei Hsien, Taiwan,
today announced the integration of Brix
Networks' IP television (IPTV) Quality Agent
into HwaCom's HC-100 set-top box (STB)
that gives service providers the unique ability
to collect valuable video performance infor-
mation and metrics on an unprecedented
scale, and provides crucial, at-home visibility
into providers' IPTV services.

HwaCom's STB with the Brix IPTV
Quality Agent lets service providers monitor
IP video and network quality -- including
highlighting the performance of the IPTV and
multicast infrastructure, performing continual
or on-demand diagnostics of the STB, and
quantifying the user channel change experi-
ence -- for operational, troubleshooting, and
customer care applications. 

Brix Networks is exhibiting at this
week's IPTV World Forum 2007 show, being
held March 5-7, at the Olympia in London, in
booth 123. 

"Visibility into service performance and
quality beyond the service delivery infrastruc-
ture is essential to the success of IPTV," said
Gary Chen, president and CEO, HwaCom
Systems. "By integrating Brix Networks' con-
verged service assurance technology into our
STBs, we can now provide carriers the opera-
tional capabilities that are necessary to gain
visibility into IPTV service performance and
quality -- in the last mile, residential network,
and even within the home -- to improve ser-
vice quality, expedite troubleshooting, and
ensure customer satisfaction." 

Brix is also now part of HwaCom's IPTV
ecosystem, which includes system elements
from headend, middleware, video servers,
network equipment, and set-top boxes with
software applications. Additionally, the com-
panies plan to develop other comprehensive
IP video quality testing solutions for
HwaCom's STBs in the future. 

According to Steve DesRochers, vice
president, solutions, at Brix Networks,
"Providers have undertaken very costly infra-
structure additions and upgrades to support
new IPTV services, and are now under enor-
mous pressure to ensure successful IPTV roll-
outs. As a result, having visibility into end-
point devices like HwaCom's STBs allows
service providers to verify installations, con-
tinually improve operational efficiencies,
reduce troubleshooting resolution times, vali-
date performance and quality levels, and
ensure the overall success of their IPTV ser-
vices."

Ericsson completes
the voluntary public
cash offer for
Tandberg Television

Ericsson (NASDAQ:ERIC) has received
favorable rulings from the relevant competi-
tion authorities to acquire all outstanding
shares in Tandberg Television (OSE:TAT).
Furthermore, no material adverse change has
occurred. Consequently, all conditions in the
terms and conditions set out in the offer doc-
ument, dated February 26, 2007, have been
met and Ericsson will complete the offer in
accordance with the offer document.

Settlement for the shares submitted in
the voluntary public cash offer is expected to
take place on or about April 25, 2007. As soon
as possible following settlement, Ericsson
will proceed with a mandatory offer for the
remaining shares in Tandberg Television as
required under chapter four of the Norwegian
Securities Trading Act. 

In parallel, Ericsson plans to initiate a
compulsory acquisition of the remaining
shares in Tandberg Television in accordance
with paragraph 4:25 of the Norwegian Public
Limited Companies Act. Such compulsory
acquisition of shares is expected to take effect
soon after the announcement of the mandato-
ry offer. In addition, Ericsson intends to
arrange for a delisting of the Tandberg

IPTV News
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Television share from the Oslo Stock
Exchange. Such delisting will likely take
effect soon after settlement of the mandatory
offer.

Ericsson is shaping the future of Mobile
and Broadband Internet communications
through its continuous technology leadership.
Providing innovative solutions in more than
140 countries, Ericsson is helping to create
the most powerful communication companies
in the world. 

French IPTV users
speak out

A study of around 2,000 IPTV subscribers in
France reveals the latest attitudes towards the
service and their own TV consumption pat-
terns. The research was conducted by IPSOS
on behalf of Deutsche Telekom and Microsoft
TV. The German telco operates the Club
Internet IPTV service in France, as part of its
T-Online France division.

The research comes nine months after
the launch of the Club Internet service, based
on the Microsoft TV IPTV Edition platform.
Results show that since the introduction of
IPTV in France across all service providers, a
number of viewers have significantly changed
the way they interact with their television. On
average these viewers watch around four
hours of TV a day and now benefit from the
flexibility and accessibility of IPTV services. 

Seventy per cent of users polled state
that IPTV makes watching TV more enjoy-
able; 61 per cent like the way in which IPTV
offers more control over when to view certain
programmes; and 43 per cent believe that

IPTV makes the TV-viewing experience less
passive than traditional TV.

"The study clearly shows that we are
entering a new era of TV viewing," said
Marie-Christine Levet, CEO of Club Internet.
"The Microsoft TV technology that powers
our IPTV service offering empowers con-
sumers to choose not only what they want to
watch on TV but when and how they want to
watch it. This heralds a new TV era where the
viewer is the sole master of his TV consump-
tion."

Almost half of those polled have sub-
scribed to additional TV channels and pack-
ages since they started using IPTV services,
compared to only a quarter that chose paid-for
content from a previous TV service.
Furthermore, 87 per cent of Club Internet
viewers polled makes use of the personal
video recorder in contrast to only 34 per cent
of other IPTV subscribers.

"Our goal has been to make the TV expe-
rience personal, connected to the things you
care about, and intuitively easy to use--
despite its advanced capabilities," said Elena
Branet, Senior Marketing Manager for
Microsoft TV. "The study shows that con-
sumers clearly value TV's new capabilities as
we see a change TV watching behaviour
amongst IPTV users."

However, although IPTV allows con-
sumers to watch TV on a number of devices,
92 per cent said they continue to watch on
their existing TV sets.

Globecomm
Introduces SkyBorne
Enterprise,
Integrating Cost-
Effective IPTV
Broadcast Technology
Into Enterprise
Networks 

April 17, 2007, Hauppauge, New York - At
NAB 2007 in Las Vegas, Globecomm
announced the introduction of SkyBorne
Enterprise, which integrates cost-effective
IPTV broadcast technology into enterprise
networks. SkyBorne Enterprise removes
bandwidth restrictions on rich media applica-
tions by integrating cost-effective IP broad-
cast technology into the existing enterprise
network. From business television and dis-
tance education to surveillance or digital sig-
nage, SkyBorne Enterprise brings the flexibil-
ity, security and savings of IPTV to business
and institutional communications. 

SkyBorne is Globecomm's solution for
satellite-based IPTV content acquisition and
management, subscriber management, pack-
aging and delivery to the end user. Compared
to traditional "business TV," IPTV requires
less bandwidth and turns video into a flexible,
standards-based medium that integrates
smoothly into enterprise networks. SkyBorne
Enterprise uses satellite to bring business and
institutional networks the cost and perfor-
mance benefits of IP video and rich media
content, while making satellite as simple as
"another port on the router." Once a SkyBorne
Enterprise solution is in place, it also offers
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business continuity protection and extra
capacity for peak-traffic load balancing,
which helps maximize uptime on your net-
work.

Growing Network Capabilities

SkyBorne Enterprise has been designed to
solve the challenges faced by enterprise net-
work managers when it comes to handling
video, rich media and high-bandwidth appli-
cations. With SkyBorne Enterprise, video,
high-resolution graphics, large file transfers
and similar applications are routed to a satel-
lite overlay, easing congestion problems.
Depending on a company's needs, SkyBorne
Enterprise can be configured as a one-way or
two-way solution and can provide business
continuity protection for one or many loca-
tions. And because it is IP-based, there is no
limit to the kinds of traffic it can carry.

SkyBorne Enterprise also offers unsur-
passed control and security for rich-media
applications. SkyBorne's management tools
make it possible to broadcast or deliver files
network-wide or to specific locations, and to
update or replace archived content at any or
all locations. Its encryption and authorization
controls ensure that only authorized users
have access to each content element.
SkyBorne Enterprise also supports live as
well as recorded programming transmitted
directly from a studio or the field to desktops
and displays throughout the enterprise.
Companies can save on bandwidth costs by
multicasting content for storage and playback
at remote sites.  Content becomes available
for playback 24/7 throughout the enterprise
without continuous bandwidth demand.

Systems Plus Services

SkyBorne Enterprise is an integrated system-
plus-service offering that deploys satellite ter-
minals at a company's remote locations, pro-
vides satellite bandwidth and network man-
agement, and offers 24/7 help desk and field

services to maximum uptime on the network.
Globecomm can either design and build a
media processing center at the client's site for
content origination, acquisition and distribu-
tion, or provide outsourced content develop-
ment and origination services from its own
media processing center.

"BTV has traditionally been used for
training and internal corporate communica-
tions," said Globecomm Vice President Keith
Hall. "With SkyBorne Enterprise, these tradi-
tional applications become much more cost-
effective, and the business case for new appli-
cations like digital signage and audio become
more compelling." 

SkyBorne IPTV Platforms

Globecomm introduced its SkyBorne pre-
engineered IPTV Regional Headend (RHE) at
NAB 2006. It is designed for telephone com-
panies, broadband carriers, enterprises and
other new entrants into video services. In a
single, cost-effective, customizable package,
the SkyBorne RHE provides content acquisi-
tion, content management, subscriber man-
agement, content packaging and delivery to
the carrier's distribution network. Optional
features include systems for advertising inser-
tion and video on demand, which generate
additional revenues for carriers. In the same
year, Globecomm built the Super Headend for
SES AMERICOM's IP-PRIME satellite dis-
tribution service. 

On April 16, Globecomm introduced
SkyBorne Mobile, which extends the compa-
ny's SkyBorne IPTV platform to deliver tele-
vision programming to mobile and handheld
devices. SkyBorne Mobile is a flexible, scal-
able media processing center for mobile TV,
designed for cost-effective entry into mobile
video services but using standards-based
technologies to provide a clear forward path
for growth. 

Kasenna Teams with
HP and Intel to
Successfully Complete
the First 'One Million
Subscriber' IPTV and
Video-On-Demand
Service Benchmark
Test

Sunnyvale, CA - April 16, 2007 - Kasenna,
the IPTV Company™, today announced that
it has teamed with HP and Intel to complete a
one-million-IPTV-subscriber benchmark test
for broadcast television and bandwidth-inten-
sive Video on Demand (VOD) services. The
benchmark test proved that an IPTV infra-
structure developed by Kasenna, together
with HP and Intel, can support one million
subscribers.

The IPTV-infrastructure test-bed, built
around Kasenna's Portal TV product suite,
consisting of the LivingRoom® middleware
platform and MediaBase video server soft-
ware, utilized industrystandard HP ProLiant
servers powered by Intel® low-power Dual-
Core Xeon® processors. The test was con-
ducted in a simulated access network envi-
ronment at the HP Communications, Media
and Entertainment (CME) Solution Center in
Grenoble, France.

An Executive Summary and Engineering
report with detailed results of the benchmark
test is available at www.kasenna.com/1m and
www.hp.com/go/iptv. Carriers and service





providers are invited to visit the HP CME
Solution Center in Grenoble, France, for a
guided tour, to witness the test, and to run cus-
tomized tests for a variety of simulated traffic
patterns.

As part of the certification process, the
test center stress-tested the PortalTV infra-
structure using a traffic model that subjected
it to peak traffic patterns typical of Friday or
Saturday evening consumer viewing. The test
bed, which can be tuned to specific subscriber
and traffic scenarios, is designed to allow ser-
vice providers to test the infrastructure for
their own user-generated traffic patterns -
both traditional and anticipated traffic - and a
variety of stand-alone, centralized, and dis-
tributed-content distribution architectures as a
means of proving the resiliency and scalabili-
ty of the IPTV infrastructure before deploy-
ment. The network supports a multi-user con-
figuration in which multiple HP ProLiant
DL380 G5 or BL480c servers running
LivingRoom middleware software, each sup-
porting up to 120,000 active subscribers, may
be tested.

"As an independent Market Analysis
Group, MRG recognizes the value of inde-
pendent, objective IPTV benchmark testing
such as that spearheaded by Kasenna, HP and
Intel," said Gary Schultz of MRG, a firm pro-
viding market analysis of new technologies
for the communications industries. "Although
scalability of VOD is crucial to the IPTV
industry, objective benchmark testing has
been missing. MRG congratulates Kasenna,
HP and Intel for removing the veil of mystery
about what it takes to scale IPTV to sub-
scriber levels of one million while achieving
fast channel change."

"Intel is pleased to extend the breadth of
its leading Dual-Core Xeon® processors to
this industryfirst application for service
providers," said Doug Davis, Vice President,
Digital Enterprise Group, Intel. "HP and Intel
together deliver an industry-standard proces-
sor technology and platform optimized for
IPTV. Intel's Dual-Core® architecture makes
possible a smaller-blade form factor and
lower power consumption-reducing physical

space and cooling requirements in order to
help service providers lower their operating
costs."

Kasenna's LivingRoom IPTV middle-
ware platform provides scalable service deliv-
ery using portalbased Web services, while the
Kasenna MediaBase video content streaming,
distribution, and delivery platform provides
scalable on-demand video delivery from disk-
and RAM-based servers. Kasenna's
LivingRoom platform is easily customized to
quickly add new features, services, and appli-
cations - providing service providers unprece-
dented control and flexibility in offering their
own branded services and in delivering a user
experience that is customized to the content
delivered to the consumers.

"For service providers struggling with
IPTV roll-outs due to the poor scalability of
their firstgeneration, pre-compiled applica-
tion-based middleware and second-generation
proprietary client/server middleware, this his-
toric HP-Kasenna-Intel one-million-sub-
scriber test using Kasenna's third-generation
platform based on open, web-services-based
Service Oriented Architecture is a harbinger
of an IPTV infrastructure that scales graceful-
ly from hundreds to over one million sub-
scribers," said Kumar Shah, CEO of Kasenna.
"Together with HP and Intel, I want to invite
carriers and service providers to witness this
test and leverage the results of our rigorous
and comprehensive testing efforts to deploy a
proven, scalable and resilient IPTV infra-
structure." 

"As service providers gear up to offer
broad-ranging IPTV services, they are
increasingly concerned about the scalability
of the IT components of their IPTV infra-
structure and whether they will support the
anticipated ramp-up of subscribers," said
Peggy Dau, Worldwide Director, CME
Broadband & Media Solutions, HP. "HP,
Kasenna and Intel worked together to define a

model to test and prove the scalability of the
Kasenna LivingRoom and MediaBase appli-
cations on HP ProLiant servers. We believe
this benchmark will provide confidence to
service providers that are deploying IPTV ser-
vices."

SES AMERICOM and
Home2US Ink
Agreement to
Broaden Delivery of
Popular TV
Programming From
Around the World to
Growing Ethnic
Audiences

PRINCETON, N.J. & HERNDON, Va.--
(BUSINESS WIRE)--April 9,2007--Focused
on quenching growing demand for home-
grown television among burgeoning immi-
grant and ethnic audiences across North
America, SES AMERICOM and Home2US
today announced a joint marketing agreement
to deliver popular international programming
to more viewers across a variety of media.

The agreement brings together
Home2US, the fastest-growing Direct to
Home (DTH) international content provider
in the U.S., with America's premier IPTV dis-
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tribution system, IP PRIME(TM), capable of
delivering hundreds of standard and high-def-
inition television channels to any screen on
any media platform. As part of the alliance,
the companies also announced the addition of
the Korean News Network, YTN, the
Ethiopian TV Network, and Kenya Live TV
to the Home2US lineup, which is currently
delivered to ethnic DTH audiences over SES
AMERICOM's AMC-4 satellite.

"By marketing the Home2US interna-
tional content on IP PRIME, the popular news
and entertainment shows of distant home-
lands can be enjoyed by millions of immi-
grants and ethnic audiences in the U.S. on a
wide range of new and innovative technolo-
gies," explains Bill Squadron, senior vice
president of media partnerships for SES
AMERICOM. "Our IP PRIME infrastructure
will allow content providers to reach their
consumers wherever they are, with quality,
reliability and rights protection."

"Home2US has built its business of
delivering popular international programming
to diverse ethnic audiences in the U.S. aboard
SES AMERICOM's reliable and secure
AMC-4 satellite," said Emrah Ozkan, presi-
dent and CEO of Home2US, which now
offers 40 international television and radio
channels and networks throughout North
America. "IP PRIME now enables us to
broaden our reach across multiple distribution
channels with a growing lineup of the best
content from around the world."

Autonomy’s Virage
Automates Copyright
Infringement
Detection for Online
Video

Cambridge, UK and San Francisco, Calif. -
April 5th, 2007 - Autonomy Corporation plc
(LSE: AU. or AU.L), a global leader in infra-
structure software for the enterprise and pro-
ponent of Meaning-Based Computing, today
announced the release of Virage Automatic
Copyright Infringement Detection (ACID).
Virage ACID enables copyright owners such
as broadcasters, production houses and pub-
lishers to maintain control of their Intellectual
Property by automating the detection of ille-
gal distribution of copyrighted material on the
Internet.

Using Autonomy's unique Meaning-
Based Computing, which includes patented
image and audio analysis technology, and
powered by the Intelligent Data Operating
Layer (IDOL), ACID offers a fast, accurate
and scalable method of detecting breaches of
copyright, wherever they are located and
whatever format they are in. By automatical-
ly detecting any rich media that infringes an
organization's copyright, Virage ACID elimi-
nates the need for content owners to spend
hours trawling through video sharing web-
sites, or manually scanning p2p file contents. 

In addition, Virage ACID's functions are
particularly valuable for organizations that
see Internet distribution of user-generated or

hosted content as critical to their business
model. Instead of relying on copyright own-
ers to alert hosting agents to offending mater-
ial (a legally contentious strategy), content
hosts can take a more proactive approach by
scanning material as it is uploaded and quar-
antining content that may be breaching copy-
right. This real-time approach can deliver
extensive return on investment as hosts can
avoid potentially expensive legal disputes by
removing risky content before it is posted. In
addition, this is done without frustrating users
with the lengthy delays between uploading
and posting that more manual processes
inevitably cause.

Unlike many Digital Rights
Management solutions, the system does not
rely on watermarking and so is not under-
mined by random noise or format and codec
changes.

Furthermore, Virage's ACID module is
not restricted to one form of data. Being total-
ly independent of media format, ACID can
not only detect whether distributed video
infringes copyright, but also whether audio
content ripped from a copyrighted video or
audio track that is overlaid on legitimate
video has been uploaded.

"With the explosion in interest around
video sharing and distribution over the
Internet, copyright owners must act rapidly to
stay ahead of the rising tide of illegal copies
of their content. With Autonomy's Meaning
Based Computing technology and image and
audio analysis expertise, ACID is a powerful
solution to help media companies protect
their assets, and video sharing websites to
reduce their risk, while reducing administra-
tive overheads for both," commented Dr.
Mike Lynch, CEO, Autonomy. 
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Powered by DAVE
Networks, Video
Social Community
Site and TV Series to
Reel in Fishing and
Outdoors Fans,
Creating Niche
Opportunity for
Distributors and
Advertisers Alike 

LOS ANGELES, CA -- (MARKET WIRE) --
April 04, 2007 -- Castle Creek Productions, in
a joint venture with DAVE Networks,
announced today the launch of HOOK.tv™,
an entirely new broadband TV channel and
social community site devoted to the sport of
fly-fishing. HOOK.tv is powered by DAVE
Networks, the developer of the S.O.C.I.A.L.
platform which powers broadband video
social communities around brands. In con-
junction with the launch of the HOOK.tv site,
Castle Creek Productions is also launching its
first TV series, "HOOK.tv Adventure Guides"
sponsored by Suzuki ATVs, airing on VER-
SUS for the first time on April 7. The series is
the first of many original HOOK.tv-branded
entertainment properties to be launched on
cable and satellite networks that will cross
promote the HOOK.tv platform. 

HOOK.tv founder and CEO John
Dietsch, known in the film industry for mas-
terminding the fly-fishing scenes in Robert
Redford's film, "A River Runs Through It," is
also the executive producer of Castle Creek
Productions, a production house with a track
record of producing over 300 projects, TV
episodes, and multimedia segments focused
on lifestyle and adventure travel. Castle Creek
will serve as HOOK.tv's production arm in
the creation of content designed to air on both
HOOK.tv and on cable television networks.
Dietsch notes, "As a boutique production
company, we saw an incredible opportunity in
using a digital platform as a means of creating
and distributing drilled-down content. The
idea is to create a community for micro-niche
fishing and outdoor sports aficionados. Fly-
fishing for me is a religion and a way of life.
It was a natural choice to start with this demo-
graphic." 

In its first joint venture, DAVE Networks
is working with HOOK.tv to create a multi-
channel player that will support three key
areas including fly-fishing, bass fishing and
saltwater fishing. The platform will eventual-
ly target broader outdoor sports and adventure
travel as well. In addition to HOOK.tv origi-
nal series programming, visitors to the site
will have access to over 200 hours of profes-
sionally produced fly-fishing content. Users
can also upload their own content, create their
own channels, and win prizes through e-tour-
naments. CEO of DAVE Networks, Rex
Wong, adds, "It's exciting to think of the aver-
age user having the ability to choose their
own fishing experiences on HOOK.tv, and
tailor the site to their needs. Whether they're
simply a fan of the sport, or a guide who
wants to upload video condition reports for
their area, or even a more enterprising indi-
vidual interested in creating their own chan-
nel for syndication, the possibilities are end-
less." 

Cable television network VERSUS is
working with HOOK.tv to create synergies in
the online media world of fishing. HOOK.tv's
first original series "HOOK.tv Adventure
Guides," will premiere new episodes on

Saturdays at 1:00pm EDT on VERSUS,
beginning April 7, with reruns the following
Thursday at 11:30am EDT. "HOOK.tv
Adventure Guides" is a series that delves into
the lives of some of the world's most charis-
matic and devoted fly-fishing guides, offering
a comprehensive, behind-the-scenes glimpse
into a world most anglers only dream of. The
series also serves as a cross-promotional tool
for the HOOK.tv website. 

Advertisers too have seen the opportuni-
ties in this new affinity-based digital media
environment, and already SUZUKI is on
board as a title sponsor for "HOOK.tv
Adventure Guides," as well as significant por-
tions of the HOOK.tv platform. "Suzuki saw
an opportunity to focus its ATV sales in the
area of fly fishing and fishing in general and
the HOOK.tv platform and TV series gives us
a desirable targeted demographic. Suzuki also
wanted to have a presence in the online video
marketplace," says Steve Bortolamedi,
Advertising Manager at American Suzuki
Motor Corporation Motorcycle and ATV
Operations. VERSUS and several endemic
fly-fishing brands will also advertise on the
platform. Other advertisers are slated to be
announced next week. Dietsch points out that
there are still partnerships available for for-
ward-thinking brands who want gain a
foothold in this exciting micro-niche play tar-
geted to young affluent males. "With the
advent of digital distribution over the Internet,
mobile phones, cable VOD and PDAs, what
we have to realize is that there is no longer a
gatekeeper. The large networks are seeing the
synergies that can be created with a boutique
start-up like HOOK.tv in this new online
media world. Whereas the television net-
works are starting at 30,000 feet above the
ground, a niche play like HOOK.tv has the
advantage of starting from the ground up. And
as such, there is a lot of room for growth and
cooperation." 
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CATV End User
Devices

Cable television end user devices adapt RF channels on a cable con-
nection to a format that is accessible by the end user. Cable television
user devices are commonly located in a customer's home to allow the
reception of video signals on a television. The key functions for end
user devices include interfacing to the cable network, selecting and
decoding channels, processing the media into a form usable by humans
and providing controls that allow the user to interact with the device.

The network interface for cable television end user devices allow
it to receive analog broadcast, digital broadcast, digital control and data
channels. The device must select the appropriate RF channel and sep-
arate out the component parts of the television signal (video, audio and
data). The underlying media is then decoded and decrypted (unscram-
bled). The media is then converted (rendered) into a form that can be
displayed or heard by the end user. A program guide and menu system
is provided to allow the user to navigate and select features and ser-
vices.

Figure 8.1 shows the basic functions of a cable television end user
viewing device. This diagram shows that the end user device has a net-
work interface, signal processing, decoding, rendering and user inter-
face. The network interface may contain one or several RF tuners to
receive and decode broadcast and control channels. The signal pro-
cessing receives, selects and demultiplexes the incoming channels.

CATV Series

CATV Series List Month

Introduction to CATV Dec 06
Contribution Network Jan 07
Headend Feb 07
Asset Management Mar 07
Distribution Network Apr 07
CATV Display Devices May 07
CATV Marketplace Jun 07
CATV Systems Jul 07
CATV Services Aug 07

This Article is Part 6 of a 9 Part Series

Figure 8.1., IPTV User Device Functions





After the channels are received, the channel may require decoding
(decryption) for scrambled channels. The STB then converts the data
into signals that can be displayed to the viewer (rendering). The STB
has a user interface, which allows the system to present information to
the user (such as the program guide) and to allow the user to interact
(select channels) with the STB.

Cable access device capabilities include number of tuners, display
capability, media processing (video, audio and graphics), security, soft-
ware applications, accessories, middleware compatibility, media distri-
bution and upgradeability.

Tuners

A tuner is the radio frequency and intermediate frequency parts of a
radio receiver that produce a low-level audio output signal. Set top
boxes may have one or more tuners. Set top boxes with multi-channel
tuners are capable of simultaneously receiving two or more communi-
cation channels.

Display Capability

Display capability is the ability of a device to render images into a dis-
play area in different formats. Display capabilities for STB include
size and resolution (SD or HD), the type of video (interlaced or pro-
gressive) and display positioning (scaling and displaying multiple
sources). Display capabilities for television systems are characterized
in the MPEG industry standards and the sets of capabilities (size and
resolution) are defined as MPEG profiles.

Security

Security for set top boxes is the ability to maintain its normal opera-
tion without damage and to ensure content that is accessed by the STB
is not copied or used in an unauthorized way by the user. Set top boxes
commonly include smart cards and security software to ensure the con-
tent is used in its authorized form.

A smart card is a portable credit card size device that can store
and process information that is unique to the owner or manager of the
smart card. When the card is inserted into a smart card socket, electri-
cal pads on the card connect it to transfer information between the
electronic device and the card. Smart cards are used with devices such
as mobile phones, television set top boxes or bank card machines.
Smart cards can be used to identify and validate the user or a service.
They can also be used as storage devices to hold media such as mes-
sages and pictures.

Smart card software can be embedded (included) in the set top
box to form a virtual smart card. A virtual smart card is a software pro-
gram and associated secret information on a users device (such as a TV
set top box) that can store and process information from another device
(a host) to provide access control and decrypt/encrypt information that
is sent to and/or from the device.

A digital rights management client is a computer, hardware device
or software program that is configured to request DRM services from
a network. An example of a DRM client is a software program (mod-
ule) that is installed (loaded) into a converter box (e.g. set top box) that
can request and validate information between the system and the
device in which the software is installed.

A secure microprocessor is a processing device (such as an inte-
grated circuit) that contains the processes that are necessary to encrypt
and decrypt media. Secure microprocessors contain the cryptographic
algorithms such as DES, AES or PKI. The secure microprocessor can
be a separate device or it can be a processing module that is located
within another computing device (such as a DSP).

Media Processing

Media processing is the operations used to transfer, store or manipulate
media (voice, data or video). The processing of media ranges from the
playback of voice messages to modifying video images to wrap around
graphic objects (video warping). Media processing in set top boxes
includes video processing, audio processing and graphics processing.

Video processing is the methods that are used to convert and/or
modify video signals from one format into another form using signal
processing. An example of video processing is the decoding of MPEG
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video and the conversion of the video into a format that can be dis-
played on a television monitor (e.g. PAL or NTSC video).

Audio processing is the methods that are used to convert and/or
modify audio signals from one format into another form using signal
processing. An example of audio processing is the decoding of com-
pressed audio (MP3 or AAC) and conversion into multiple channels of
surround sound audio (5.1 audio).

Graphics processing is the methods that are used to convert
and/or modify image objects from one format into another form. An
example of graphics processing the conversion of text (e.g. subtitles)
into bitmapped images that can be presented onto a television display
(on screen display).

Software Applications

A software application is a software program that performs specific
operations to enable a user to apply the software to their specific needs
or problems. Software applications in set top boxes may be in the form
of embedded applications, downloaded applications or virtual applica-
tions.

Embedded applications are programs that are stored (encapsulat-
ed) within a device. An example of an embedded application is a nav-
igation browser that is included as part of a television set top box.
Downloaded applications are software programs that are requested
and transferred from the system when needed. A loader application
(the loader is an embedded application) is used to request and transfer
applications from the system. Virtual applications are software instruc-
tions that are written in another language to perform application using
an interpreter program (e.g. Javascript).

Accessories

Cable television accessories are devices or software programs that are
used with cable systems or services. Examples of cable television
accessories include remote controls, gaming controllers and other
human interface devices that are specifically designed to be used with
cable television systems and services. These accessories may have
dedicated connection points (such as game controllers) or they may
share a standard USB connection.

Middleware Compatibility

Middleware compatibility is the ability of a device to accept software
programs (clients) that interface the device to other software and oper-
ates between the system host (servers) and the end user interface

(clients). A middleware client is a software module that is installed in
a device that is configured to request and deliver media or services
from a server (e.g. to request television programs from media net-
work).

Upgradability

Upgradability is the ability of a device or system to be modified,
changed or use newer components and/or technology innovations as
they  become available. The ability to upgrade the capabilities of a set
top box may be performed by software downloads or through the use
of software plug-ins.

A plug-in is a software program that works with another software
application to enhance its capabilities. An example of a plug-in is a
media player for a web browser application. The media player decodes
and reformats the incoming media so it can be displayed on the web
browser.

Media Portability

Media portability is the ability to transfer media from one device to
another. Media portability can range from stored media locally in a
hard disk (for personal video recorder) or by shared media through
home connections (such as a premises distribution network).

CATV Access Devices

An access device is a conversion assembly that  receives a transmitted
signal and makes it perceptible to a human user or converts it into
some other useful form. CATV access devices include set top boxes,
cable ready televisions, cable modems and cable telephones. 

Cable Ready Televisions

Cable ready television is a video display device (a television) that is
capable of receiving and displaying channels from a cable television
system without the need for external adapters or devices. Cable ready
televisions can be analog or digital cable ready.

To be analog cable ready, the tuner or receiver needs to be capa-
ble of adjusting its frequency and demodulate cable television chan-
nels. To be digital cable ready, the television has a Cablecard slot so
the television can decode encrypted channels. Digital cable ready tele-
visions may have RF connections or Ethernet only (e.g. for hotels).
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Set-Top box (Cable Converters)

Cable converters, commonly called a "set-top" box are electronic
devices that convert an incoming cable television signal into a form
that can be displayed on a video device, typically a television or com-
puter. The set-top box is typically located in a customer's home to
enable the reception and/or interaction with services on the customer's
television or computer. In digital cable systems, a set-top box is also
used to convert digital video (e.g., MPEG2) into standard NTSC or
PAL video formats that is used for standard televisions. 

Figure 1.2 shows a basic hardware architecture diagram for a
cable set top box (STB). This diagram shows that a cable STB is com-
posed of tuner/receiver components, a microprocessor (uP), memory
components, media processors, audio/visual interfaces and user inter-
face controls. The tuner/receiver components adapt the physical trans-
mission formats from cable networks (analog or digital RF channels)
into a format that can be processed by the cable STB. This diagram
shows that the cable STB may contain multiple tuners to allow the
STB to receive television programming while it is receiving informa-
tion from other channels (such as the television programming guide).
The microprocessor controls the overall operation of the STB. The
media processor is a special purpose digital signal processor that can
convert and manipulate the media (such as converting MPEG). Cable
STBs have multiple types of memory that range from short term ran-

dom access memory that enables the uP to process instructions to
unchangeable read only memory that holds the operating system
instructions. The audio/visual interfaces adapt the media into formats
that can be displayed or heard by the user. The user interface contains
displays, keypads and remote control interfaces to allow the user to
interact with the STB.

Some cable set top boxes have the capability of receiving and
processing signals from other broadcast systems. These hybrid set top
boxes (HSTB) are an electronic device that adapts multiple types of
communications mediums (RF or data signals) to a format that is
accessible by the end user. The use of HSTBs allows a viewer to get
direct access to broadcast content from other systems such as satellite
systems, DTT and/or interactive IPTV via a broadband network.

Cable Modems

A cable modem converts RF signals from the cable system into a stan-
dard data format that can be used by computers and converts data sig-
nals from a computer into a form that can be routed back to the data
network. Cable modems select and decode high data-rate signals on
the cable television system (CATV) into digital signals that are desig-
nated for a specific user. 

There are two generations of cable modems; First Generation
one-way cable modems transmit high speed data to all the users into a
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portion of a cable network and return low speed data through tele-
phone lines or via a shared channel on the CATV system. Second gen-
eration cable modems offer data transmission rates in both down-
stream and upstream directions. Second generation cable television
systems use two-way fiber optic cable for the head end and feeder dis-
tribution systems. This allows a much higher data transmission rate
and many more channels available for each cable modem. 

Cable television systems commonly use some of the upper RF
channels for downstream data channel and lower frequency RF chan-
nels are used for upstream. The downstream channels can use very
efficient QAM modulation which offer data rates of 30 Mbps to 40
Mbps for each RF channel and a more robust QPSK modulation used
on the upstream for data rates of approximately 2 Mbps to 4 Mbps.

Figure 1.3 shows a block diagram of a cable modem. This dia-
gram shows that a cable modem has a tuner to convert an incoming 6
MHz or 8 MHz RF channel to a low frequency baseband signal. This
signal is demodulated to a digital format, demultiplexed (separated)
from other digital channels, and is decompressed to a single data sig-
nal. This data signal is connected to a computer typically in Ethernet
data format (e.g. 10 Base T Ethernet). Data that is sent to the modem
is converted to either audio signals for transfer via a telephone line
(hybrid system) or converted to an RF signal for transmission back
through the cable network.

Cable Telephone Adapters

Cable telephone adapters are devices that convert telephone signals
into another format (such as digital Internet protocol) that can be trans-
ferred on a cable television system. These adapter boxes may provide
a single function such as providing digital telephone service or they
may convert digital signals into several different forms such as audio,
data, and video. When adapter boxes convert into multiple information
forms, they may be called multimedia terminal adapters (MTAs) or
integrated access devices (IADs).

Cable telephone adapters must convert both the audio signals
(voice) and control signals (such as touch-tone or hold requests) into
forms that can be sent and received via the cable television network.
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Wideband Digital
Cellular

The 3rd generation wireless requirements are defined in the
International Mobile Telecommunications "IMT-2000" project devel-
oped by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The IMT-
2000 project that defined requirements for high-speed data transmis-
sion, Internet Protocol (IP)-based services, global roaming, and multi-
media communications. After many communication proposals were
reviewed, two global systems are emerging; wideband code division
multiple access (WCDMA) and CDMA2000.

Figure 1.18  shows a wideband digital cellular system that permits
very high-speed data transmission rates through the use of relatively
wide radio channels. In this system, the radio channels are much wider
many tens of times wider than 2nd generation radio channels. This
allows wideband digital cellular systems to send high-speed data to
communication devices. This system also uses communication servers
to help manage multimedia communication sessions. Aside from the
use of wideband radio channels and enhanced packet data communi-
cation, this diagram shows that 3rd generation systems typically use
the same voice network switching systems (such as the MSC) as 2nd
generation mobile communications systems.

Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA)

WCDMA is a 3rd generation digital cellular system that uses radio
channels that have a wider bandwidth than 2nd generation digital cel-
lular systems such as GSM or IS-95 CDMA. WCDMA is normally
deployed in a 5 MHz channel plan.

Mobile Telephone

Mobile Telephone List Month

Mobile Technologies Oct 06
Mobile Devices Nov 06
Mobile Systems Dec 06
Mobile Systems Operation Jan 07
Anolog Systems Feb 07
Digital Cellular Systems Mar 07
Packet Digital Cellular Systems Apr 07
Wideband Digital Cellular May 07
Mobile Services Jun 07

This article is Part 8 of a 9 Part Series

Figure 1.18., Wideband Digital Cellular System (3rd Generation) 





The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) oversees the
creation of industry standards for the 3rd generation of mobile wireless
communication systems (WCDMA). The key members of the 3GPP
include standards agencies from Japan, Europe, Korea, China and the
United States. The 3GPP technology, also known as the Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), is based on an evolved
GSM core network that contains 2.5G elements, namely GPRS switch-
ing nodes. This concept allows a GSM network operator to migrate to
WCDMA by adding the necessary 3G radio elements to their existing
network, thus creating 'islands' of 3G coverage when the networks first
launch.

Code Division Multiple Access
2000 (CDMA2000)

CDMA2000 is a family of standards that represent an evolution from
the IS-95 code division multiple access (CDMA) system that offer
enhanced packet transmission protocols to provide for advanced high-
speed data services. The CDMA2000 technologies operate in the same
1.25 MHz radio channels as used by IS-95 and offer backward com-
patibility with IS-95. 

The CDMA2000 system is overseen by the Third Generation
Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2). The 3GPP2 is a standard setting project
that is focused on developing global specifications for 3rd generation
systems that use ANSI/TIA/EIA-41 Cellular Radio Intersystem
Signaling. 

Time Division Synchronous CDMA
(TD-SCDMA)

On a global basis it is likely that WCDMA and CDMA2000™ will
dominate the 3G market. However, in China there is growing support
for a homegrown standard known as Time Division Synchronous
CDMA (TD-SCDMA). TD-SCDMA offers voice services and data

services, both circuit-switched and packet-switched, at rates up to 2
Mbps. It uses a Time Division Duplex (TDD) technique in which
transmit and receive signals are sent on the same frequency but at dif-
ferent times. The timeslots on the radio carrier can either be allocated
symmetrically for services such as speech or asymmetrically for data
services where the bit rates in the two directions of transmission may
differ significantly.

Fourth Generation (4G) Networks

Fourth Generation wireless networks with bandwidth reaching 100
Mbps that allow for voice and data applications that will run 50 times
faster than 3G. This capacity will enable three dimensional (3D) ren-
derings and other virtual experiences on the mobile device.

Even before 3G networks are fully launched and utilized, various
study groups are considering the shape of the next generation of cellu-
lar technology, so called 4G. There is no single global vision for 4G as
yet but the next generation of network is likely to be all IP-based,
offering local (in building) data rates up to 1 Gbps, wide area data rates
of 100 Mbps (rural) and support global mobility. One route towards
this vision is the convergence of technologies such as 3G cellular and
Wireless LANs (WLANs).
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IP Audio Series

Introduction to IP
Audio

IP audio is the transfer of audio (sound) information in IP packet data
format. Transmission of IP audio involves digitizing audio, coding,
addressing, transferring, receiving, decoding and converting (render-
ing) IP audio data into its original audio form.

Figure 1.1 shows how audio can be sent via an IP transmission
system. This diagram shows that an IP audio system digitizes and refor-
mats the original audio, codes and/or compresses the data, adds IP
address information to each packet, transfers the packets through a
packet data network, recombines the packets and extracts the digitized
audio, decodes the data and converts the digital audio back into its orig-
inal video form. Monoral (Mono)

Monoral audio is the generation and reproduction of sound in a single
channel of audio. Monoral signals are produced by a microphone that
is located in a single point near the audio source that captures a sample
of the audio wavefront at that location. A wave front is the outermost

IP Audio Series List Month

Introduction to IP Audio May 07 
Analog Audio Jun 07
Digital Audio Jul 07
Audio Compression Aug 07
IP Audio Transmission Sept 07
Digital Audio Quality (DAQ) Oct 07
Digital Audio Formats Nov 07
Audio Coders Dec 07
Echo Canceling Jan 08
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Figure 1.1., IP Audio System
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portion of a wave that is traveling from its origin (such as an audio
speaker). 

combine, resulting in interference. Wave interference is the result
of the interaction between two or more waves (such as sound waves)
where the combining of the waves distorts or changes the shape of the
wave. The interaction of sounds is an important consideration when
designing listening areas such as concert halls or home theaters.

Wavefronts have crests (high points) and troughs (low points).
Crests are compressed areas of medium and troughs are rarefied
(expanded) areas of a medium. When these areas meet with other
wave crests and troughs, they either ad or subtract. When compressed
signals meet other compressed signals, it has a constructive effect
(constructive interference). When a compressed signal meets with a
rarefied (expanded) signal, it has a canceling effect (destructive inter-
ference). 

Sterophonic (Stereo)

Stereo is the generation and reproduction of a 2-channel sound source
(left and right). The use of stereo can add the ability to hear audio
where the relative position of sound sources (such as instruments in a
band) can be determined. Stereo signals may be transmitted through
the use of independent channels or be sent by sending a single (mono)
channel along with channel difference signal(s) that can be combined
with the mono source to produce the two separate channels. Use of a

single communication channel to send stereo can reduce the band-
width requirements.

Stereo recording usually involves the use of two (or more) micro-
phones that simultaneously sample different audio wavefront loca-
tions. The small differences in these sound recordings (time delays in
combined sound signals) allow the user to determine the positions of
audio sources.

The microphones may be located at different locations (separated
by distance) or separated by an angle or a combination of the two.
When stereo microphones are separated by a distance, it is called time
of arrival stereophony. When microphones are separated by an angle,
it is called intensity stereophony.

Time of arrival stereophony is the creation of stereo signals using
two microphones (can be omnidirectional) that are separated by a dis-
tance. These microphones pickup the time delayed signals from mul-
tiple audio sources. Intensity stereophony is the creation of a stereo
signal using two directional microphones that are separated by an
angle (usually 90 degrees). These microphones pick up the combined
wavefronts in specific directions from multiple audio sources. There
are other microphone type and location options available for stereo
recording.

Figure 1.2 shows some of the different methods for audio stereo
recording. This diagram shows that intensity stereo recording involves
the use of two directional microphones that are separated by an angle

Figure 1.2., Stereo Recording



or time of arrival stereo recording uses two microphones that are sep-
arated by a distance.

Stereo signals can be transmitted as two independent channels or
they may be transmitted as a single channel that is combined with dif-
ference signals. The transmission of a single channel along with dif-
ference signals allows for the operation of single channel (mono)
receivers or dual channel (stereo) receivers.

Figure 1.3 shows how stereo signals can be composed of two
channels or a single channel (mono) that is modified using difference
signal(s). This example shows that the transmission of a mono chan-
nel along with difference signals allows for backward compatibility
with older equipment.

Surround Sound

Surround sound is the reproduction of audio that surrounds the listen-
er with sound that is provided from multiple speaker locations. The use
of surround sound can allow a listener to determine the relative posi-
tion of sound sources around them (such as in front and behind).

There are many variations of surround sound ranging from 3
speakers to more than 12 speakers. Generally speaking, surround
sound configurations are identified by the number of full channels plus
the number of low frequency channels. For example, surround sound
5.1 consists of 5 full audio channels and 1 low frequency enhancement

Figure 1.3., Stereo Signals





channel. Low frequency enhancement (LFE) is the process of produc-
ing lower sound frequencies. Because LFE channels require a rela-
tively small amount of bandwidth, they are commonly referred to a .1
channel.

Figure 1.4 shows how 5.1 channel surround sound uses six speak-
er sources to create the effects of audio that surrounds the listener. This
diagram shows a surround sound system that contains 6 channels -
front left, front right, rear left, rear right, center and a low frequency

enhancement (sub-audio) speaker.
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Figure 1.4., Surround Sound
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System administration of an IPTV system is the processes and tasks
that are performed to add, change, or disconnect devices, features, and
equipment. System administration tasks may include: setting up
accounts for subscribers and content providers, receiving, processing
and managing program content, collecting system usage and billing
records, distributing content, monitoring network performance, and
coordinating the overall operation of the network.

The NeuLion system is divided into 3 functional parts; customer
& company data management, media gathering, and operations sup-
port systems ( OSS ). The data collection portion gathers subscriber
and content partner information. The media gathering function
receives and encodes program content. The OSS center coordinates the
transmission of programs along with customer support services.

Information and Data Collection
System

The information and data collection system is responsible for allowing
setup and maintaining of users (subscribers), content providers (ven-
dors) and administrators to setup and manage their information and
services. 

Subscriber Management

Subscriber management is the process of identifying, adding and con-
figuring of user accounts that are part of a system. Subscriber man-
agement is composed of subscriber, service, feature, and equipment
provisioning.

Subscriber provisioning allows administrators to setup a new cus-
tomer in a system. Subscriber provisioning usually involves setting up
a new account and entering identification and billing information into
the system. Service provisioning is the selection and activation of ser-
vices for customers. Services may include basic service packages
along with additional premium services. Feature provisioning is the
adding, modifying or deletion capabilities for services and applica-
tions. Equipment provisioning is the identification of devices or func-

tional capabilities within devices and the sending of information or
configuring of these devices to enable them to perform services and/or
run applications for customers.

Content Partners

A content partner is a person, company or organization that owns the
rights to content and provides the content along with content rights to
distribute the content. Partner management allows administrators to
setup accounts for content providers. Content partners can provide
content that is branded with their channel or service logos. Brandable
content is the ability to create an awareness of a company (corporate
brand), product (product brand) or service (service brand) to people or
companies.

Content partner accounts contain a variety of terms and provi-
sions for the use, distribution and payment for media programs,
Content partners may provide content on a fixed fee or revenue shar-
ing basis. Fixed fees may be charged on a per channel or per subscriber
basis. Revenue sharing may divide revenue received from the cus-
tomers on a subscription and/or on a per view basis.

Administrator

Administrators configure accounts that are added to a network and
change or remove user account features from a network. Subscriber
administration allows system operators to select, setup and control
customer services. Administrator portals are menu systems and/or
Internet web sites that act as an interface between a system manager
and the services the system provides to customers. 

Data Collection

A data collection server is an information processing device that
receives, processes and reformats billing information from distribution
elements. The NeuLion data collection process allows content
providers to transfer their media in electronic or physical media form.
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Electronic transfer options include Internet connections and satellite
delivery. Physical collection options include DVDs, video tapes and
other forms of stored media.

Figure 7 shows the NeuLion data collection system. This diagram
shows that the data collection system gathers and stores information
about subscribers and content partners and that these databases are

linked to the billing system. The data collections system includes an
administrator portal that allows the service provider to setup and
change users and content provider accounts and services.

Program Encoding Center

The program encoding system is responsible for adapting and/or
ingesting content into the IPTV system. The program encoding center
is used to transfer and convert media into a format that can be imme-
diately distributed (broadcasted) or stored for later delivery (on-
demand).

A media encoder is a device or circuit that converts a signal into
a media format that is suitable for transmission over a communication
channel. Programs can be encoded in real time (online) or stored
(offline) form. Real time encoding is the process of converting or pro-
cessing media from one formation or data structure to another format
or data structure where the process occurs immediately or within a
very short time period after the media is available for conversion.
Offline encoding is the process of receiving, adapting and storing
information for later use. Because offline encoding has the availabili-
ty of additional time, higher data compression amounts may be
achieved. Figure 7., NeuLion Data Collection System 
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Some of the methods that can be used to transfer media to the
encoding center include communication links or via stored media.
Communication links include satellite, leased lines and Internet con-
nection. Physical media transfer options include DVDs and VHS tape.

Figure 8 shows how the NeuLion program encoding system
allows service providers to transfer (ingest) their content into the
NeuLion system. This diagram shows that media may be transferred
via electronic or physical connections and that the transfer options
include satellite, leased lines, Internet, DVD and VHS media transfer.

Content Delivery and Operations
Center 

The content delivery and operations center coordinates the operation
of the transmission, billing and operations segments of the Internet
IPTV system along with customer support systems.

Program Menu Server

A program menu server is a computing system that maintains', formats
and distributes listings of programs and allows users to select pro-
grams and options.

Servers Management System

A servers management system coordinates overall operation and inter-
action of media services in the system. 

Central Media Servers

Central media servers (sometimes called streaming servers) are com-
puters that receive requests for media transfers. They setup a commu-
nication session to the requesting media client and provide the down-
loading or continuous transmission (streaming) of digital media.
Media servers must have the ability to setup and manage simultaneous
streaming sessions. Simultaneous streaming is the process of provid-
ing and managing more than one media streaming session from a sin-
gle device or system.

Transmission Server

A transmission server is a system and/or hardware that selects and
manages the transmission channel that is used to send or broadcast
information. The transmission manager is used to specify the encoding
formats and other characteristics that will be used when a signal is
being broadcasted or transmitted.

Web Server

Web servers are computer systems that are used to provide access to
data that is stored and retrieved by commands in Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP). HTTP is a protocol that is used to request and coor-
dinate the transfer of documents between a web server and a web client
(user of information). The typical use of web servers is to allow web
browsers (graphic interfaces for users) to request and process infor-
mation through the Internet.

Digital Rights Management (DRM)

Digital rights management is a system of access control and copy pro-
tection used to control the distribution of digital media. DRM involves
the control of physical access to information, identity validation
(authentication), service authorization, and media protection (encryp-
tion). DRM systems are typically incorporated or integrated with other
systems such as content management system, billing systems and roy-
alty management. Some of the key parts of DRM systems include key
management, product packaging, user rights management (URM),
data encryption, product fulfillment, and product monitoring. The

Figure 8., NeuLion Program Encoding Center 



NeuLion system has the capability of authorizing, authenticating and
encrypting media to subscribers.

Billing System

A billing system is a combination of software and hardware that
receives detailed service usage information, groups this information
for specific accounts or customers, produces invoices, creates reports
for management, and records (posts) payments made to customer
accounts. The NeuLion billing system is linked to the data collection
center to identify services (such as content transfers) and which users
received the services. 

The billing system gathers usage events and creates settlement
reports that are used to calculate royalty payments for content owners

and distributors. The NeuLion billing system user management system
provides online access and reports that contain customer information,
billing and customer service inquiries. These information screens and
reports allow a service provider or content owner to track their usage
and revenue performance.

Customer Support System

Customer support system is the processes and systems that are used to
communicate with customers for inquiries, orders, service support, and
dispute resolution. The customer support system is also capable of
sending (fulfillment) and tracking equipment and software that is pro-
vided to customers.

Figure 9 shows the NeuLion content delivery center and OSS sys-
tem. This diagram shows that the NeuLion system adapts (encodes)
content for delivery using a transmission server while the central
media servers oversee the delivery of content to end user devices. The
program menu server television menu displays and coordinates service
requests from users.
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Figure 9., NeuLion Content Delivery Center

Chris Wagner has been a driving force in the
technology industry for over 20 years. As
Executive Vice President and Co Founder of
NeuLion, Mr. Wagner's position in market-
place strategy targets the revolution currently
underway as the television and internet video
industries converge.

NeuLion is an IPTV service provider that drives conver-
gence between television and the internet. Working with
companies interested in reaching target markets anywhere at
anytime, NeuLion's technology uses the public internet to
aggregate content from any provider and delivers it in real
time.
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IPTV Hosting
An IPTV host is a company that stores and provides IP streaming access to digital media content.

Buyers Guide

Aspex Semiconductor Ltd.

Aspex Semiconductor is a fabless semiconductor company developing ultra-high performance, software programmable "Extreme Processors".

Mailing Address: Rapid House 40 Oxford Road, High Wycombe, HP11 2EE, United Kingdom
Phone:+44-1-494-558121 Fax: +44-1-494-558016

Web: www.aspex-semi.com

Analog Devices Inc.

Analog Devices provides high performance analog and digital signal processing products for the computational demands, power constraints,
and time-to-market requirements for today's demanding embedded audio, video, communications and networking applications.

Mailing Address: Building 33 Technology Way, Norwood, MA, 02062, United States
Phone:+1-781-329-4700 Fax: +1-781 461 3113

Web: www.analog.com

Ateme

ATEME's creates software and embedded solutions for high-end digital video applications: content creation, contribution, broadcast, mobile
TV, IPTV, video security and consumer electronics. ATEME's solutions allow customers to obtain the highest quality video at the lowest pos-
sible bit rates while reducing industrial risk and lowering time-to-market.

Mailing Address: Burospace 26 Route de Gisy, Bievres, 91570, France
Phone:+33-01-69.35.89.89 Fax: +33-01-60.19.13.95

Web: www.ateme.com
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Centillium

Centillium is a leading provider of broadband access solutions with innovative systems-level products for the consumer, enterprise and ser-
vice provider markets. The company's high-performance and cost effective infrastructure and service enabler products give its customers the
winning edge in broadband access. Centillium Communications' products include mixed-signal integrated circuits and related hardware and
software applications for Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and Optical Networking equipment deployed in central offices and customer premis-
es, and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) products for carrier- and enterprise-class gateways and consumer telephony.

Mailing Address: 215 Fourier Avenue, Fremont, CA, 94539-7828, United States
Phone:+1-510-771-3700 Fax: +1-510-771-3500

Web: www.centillium.com

Broadcom Corporation

Broadcom Corporation produces semiconductors for wired and wireless communications. Broadcom products enable the delivery of voice,
video, data and multimedia to and throughout the home, the office and the mobile environment. Broadcom provides system-on-a-chip and
software solutions to manufacturers of computing and networking equipment, digital entertainment and broadband access products, and
mobile devices.

Mailing Address: 16215 Alton Parkway, P.O. Box 57013, Irvine, CA, 92619-7013, United States
Phone:+1-949-450-8700 Fax: +1-949-949-450-8710

Web: www.broadcom.com

Bay Microsystems

Bay Microsystems is a communications semiconductor companies. Bay's products enable the delivery of converged voice, video, data and
multimedia. Bay's customers include many leading government, telecom and network equipment manufacturers.

Mailing Address: 2055 Gateway Place, Suite 650, San Jose, CA,  95110, United States
Phone:+1-408-437-0400 Fax: +1-408-437-0410

Web: www.baymicrosystems.com

IPTV Magazine Buyers Guides are provided free of charge as a service to our readers. IPTV Magazine is not responsible for
errors or omissions, nor for company supplied responses. If your company or a company that you know of is not listed and you
believe it should be included, please contact us at 
buyersguide@iptvmagazine.com or call us at 1-919-557-2260.
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Equator Technologies

Equator Technologies provides the BSP™ family of high-performance, programmable system-on-chip processors for video and image pro-
cessing applications across a wide range of consumer and enterprise markets. Equator's comprehensive video-centric solutions provide the
critical building blocks for cutting-edge, video-centric devices such as 'future-proof' set-top boxes, integrated VOD TVs, DVRs, home gate-
ways, smart cameras and other media-rich appliances.

Mailing Address: 1300 White Oaks Road, Campbell, CA, 95008, United States
Phone:+1-408-369 5200
Web: www.equator.com

Entropic Communications

Entropic is a privately held semiconductor company based in San Diego, California. Entropic provides chipsets and associated software that
enable home networking of digital entertainment.

Mailing Address: 9276 Scranton Road #200, San Diego, CA, 92121, United States
Phone:+1-858-625-3216 Fax: +1-858-546-2411

Web: www.entropic.com

DS2

DS2 is a leading supplier of the 200 Mbps technology that enables home networking and broadband access over power line, coaxial cable,
and telephone wire. DS2 pioneered the industry with the introduction of its 200 Mbps chipsets, creating the fastest and highest performance
solution for simultaneous data, digital audio and high-definition video transmission. Two pre-eminent industry groups, the Universal
Powerline Association -www.upaplc.org - (UPA) and the European Union consortium OPERA (Open PLC European Research Alliance) have
adopted DS2 technology in support of multi-vendor standard certified product.

Mailing Address: Calle Charles Robert Darwin, 2, Paterna (Valencia), 46980, Spain
Phone:+34-96-136 60 04 Fax: +34-96-136 62 50

Web: www.ds2.es

Elisabethstraße 1

MainConcept is a worldwide leader in codec technologies for personal computers, set-top boxes, DSP and embedded solutions. The company
offers SDKs which make it easy for developers to implement codecs and other multimedia features with minimal research and development.

Mailing Address: Aachen, 52062, Germany
Phone:+49-241-40108-0

Web: www.mainconcept.com
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Intel Corp

Intel, the world leader in silicon innovation, develops technologies, products and initiatives to continually advance how people work and live.

Mailing Address: RN5-81 2200 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA, 95052-8119, United States
Phone:+1-408-765-1700

Web: www.intel.com

Micronas

Micronas USA designs, develops and delivers a diverse portfolio of highly integrated real-time streaming audio/video encoder and decoder
products targeted at the world's most significant digital communications markets. Micronas provides systems designers with high performance
semiconductor solutions that enable innovations in the multimedia industry. Micronas delivers stable, scalable, and cost-effective products for
IPTV, Set-Top Boxes, Networked Digital TV and IP Surveillance systems.

Mailing Address: 2805 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA, 95054, United States
Phone:+1-408-625-1200 Fax: +1-408-625-1299

Web: www.micronasusa.com

INFOEQ

InfoEQ has an Embedded Linux OS design for Linux Kernel Handling, Flash File System, Linux Driver, Internet connection protocol, MPEG2
Encoding/Decoding etc S/W technology and X86 & RISC group CPU design technology. InfoEQ has developed an MPEG Encoder/Decoder
circuit design, VHDL applied ASIC design etc, hardware technology that has been applied to develop the internet TV set top box with Video
On Demand (VOD), Picture in Picture (PIP) and DVD functionality.

Mailing Address: 720-24, SungEun Bldg.,720-24., YeokSam-Dong, KangNam-Ku, Seoul, Korea
Phone:+82-2-538-7951 Fax: ++82-2-538-4916

Web: www.infoeq.com
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NXP Semiconductor

NXP is semiconductor manufacturing and software development company founded by Philips that creates semiconductors, system solutions
for mobile phones, personal media players, TVs, set-top boxes, identification applications, cars and a wide range of other electronic devices.

Mailing Address: Building VS, P.O. Box 218, EINDHOVEN, MD, 5600, The Netherlands
Phone:+31-40-27-24825

Web: www.nxp.com

Newport Media

Newport Media is a fabless semiconductor company that develops and sells highly integrated solutions for emerging digital audio and mobile
TV broadcast standards. Market research firm In-Stat forecasts that the market for TV enabled cellular phones will grow to over 80 million
units annually by 2010. To optimally address this and other significant market opportunities, Newport Media has assembled a management
and development team with comprehensive system semiconductor experience in wireless handset and digital set-top box industries. Newport
Media s development team leverages its collective experience in these converging industries to develop broadcast multi-media architectures
and IC implementations with unprecedented performance, power consumption, size and cost.

Mailing Address: 25371 Commer centre Drive, Suite 125, Lake Forest, CA, 92630, United States
Phone:+1-949-340-6169 Fax: +1-949-707-4027

Web: www.newportmediainc.com

NEC

NEC Corporation is a leading provider of Internet, broadband network and enterprise business solutions dedicated to meeting the specialized
needs of its diverse and global base of customers. NEC delivers tailored solutions in the key fields of computer, networking and electron
devices, by integrating its technical strengths in IT and Networks, and by providing advanced semiconductor solutions through NEC
Electronics Corporation.

Mailing Address: 8 Corporate Center Drive, Melville, NY, 11747, United States
Phone:+1-631-753-7200
Web: www.NECus.com

Renesas Technology

Micronas USA designs, develops and delivers a diverse portfolio of highly integrated real-time streaming audio/video encoder and decoder
products targeted at the world's most significant digital communications markets. Micronas provides systems designers with high performance
semiconductor solutions that enable innovations in the multimedia industry. Micronas delivers stable, scalable, and cost-effective products for
IPTV, Set-Top Boxes, Networked Digital TV and IP Surveillance systems.

Mailing Address: Marunouchi Bldg., 2-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-6334, Japan
Phone:+81-3-6250-5500 Fax: +81-3-6250-5469

Web: www.renesas.com
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Telairity Semiconductor

Telairity delivers solutions for high-definition (HD) broadcast-quality video applications. Telairity supplies complete hardware and software
solutions that enable OEMs to get to market quickly with cost effective, high reliability and high-quality encoding systems. The company's
products are based on the Telairity-1™ real-time HD video architecture, and AVClairity software which provides high video quality and state-
of-the-art, video compression based on the AVC (H.264 / MPEG-4.10) standard.

Mailing Address: 3375 Scott Blvd. Suite 300, Santa Clara, CA, 95054-3110, United States
Phone:+1-408-625-1200 Fax: +1-408-764-0271

Web: www.telairity.com

STMicroelectronics

STMicroelectronics the a supplier of silicon chips for set-top boxes (STBs). ST's HPC product offering encompasses a whole range of appli-
cations in the digital consumer market, including set-top box, DVD, TV, and audio; a wide array of solutions for personal multimedia, from
application processors to energy management, mobile imaging, and wireless connectivity; and a full spectrum of display ICs and devices for
wireless and wireline network infrastructures.

Mailing Address: 10 Ina Rd, Needham, MA, 02492, United States
Phone:+1-212-821-8959

Web: www.st.com

Sigma Designs, Inc.

Intel, the world leader in silicon innovation, develops technologies, products and initiatives to continually advance how people work and live.

Mailing Address: 1221 California Circle, Milpitas, CA, 95035, United States
Phone:+1-408-262 9003

Web: www.sigmadesigns.com

Texas Instruments, Inc.

Texas Instruments produces components for communication products including IPTV STB, mobile video and digital television systems. TI
produces the DaVinci™ DSPs that are used in many types of digital video and audio end-equipment applications.

Mailing Address: 12500 TI Boulevard,MS 8634, Dallas, TX, 75243, United States
Phone:+1-214-480-2802

Web: www.ti.com



Z Wave Bulogics

Zensys provides, embedded networking software, integrated MCU/Transceiver chips, reference designs, and development tools to enable rapid
development and deployment of wireless intelligent devices. for control and status reading applications.

Mailing Address: One Park Way, Upper Saddle River, NJ, 07458, United States
Phone:+1-201-785-1943 Fax: +1-201-785-1946

Web: www.zen-sys.com

Transwitch

TranSwitch designs, develops and markets highly integrated semiconductor devices that provide core functionality in voice and data commu-
nications network equipment. TransSwitch embedded programmable micro-processors enable system providers or manufacturers to rapidly
modify to new feature and operational requirements by modifying a function of the device via software instructions.

Mailing Address: RN5-81 2200 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA, 95052-8119, United States
Phone:+1-408-765-1700

Web: www.transwitch.com
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New Products

Streaming 21
Media Server 6.0

Streaming21's Media Server 6.0 is an open platform that can be easily deployed, integrated and customized. Its patented and
award-winning streaming engine offers the industry's highest streaming performance. The solution is built on a reliable large-scale
streaming architecture from single server to geographically distributed clusters. The platform is highly scalable to deliver hun-
dreds of thousands of simultaneous streams to millions of households. Key new enhancements include high definition support for
MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and H.264, IPv4/IPv6 dual stack network capability, broadcast integration, greater STB choices and enhanced
security.

Media Encoding

MatrixStream Technologies Inc.
MyTVPAL MX-1

MyTVPAL MX1 is a high definition set top box and PC Player that can receive and process
media streams ranging from 480p (720 x 480 ) DVD quality up to 1080p ( 1920 x 1080 ) high definition video over the Internet.
The MX1 enables operators to provide video on demand and streaming TV channels service anywhere in Canada and the United
States to any user that has a 1.5 Mbps connection or higher. MyTVPAL provides over 1000 free television channels and 10,000
hours of video on demand content with targeted advertising and uses Matrixstream's proprietary XMS streaming technology to
avoid all the buffering issues of the public Internet.

Mailing Address: 1840 Gateway Drive, Suite 200, San Mateo, CA USA 94404 
Tel: + 650-292-4982 Fax: +1-650-292-4982

www.matrixstream.com

High Definition Broadband TV STB

Mailing Address: 4010 Moorpark Avenue, Suite 106, San Jose, CA 95117 USA
Tel: +1-408-557-8080  Fax: +1-408-557-8765

www.streaming21.com
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For Information about advertising in IPTV Magazine please contact Sales at:
Phone +1-919-557-2260 or Email: Sales@IPTVMagazine.com

Harmonic, Inc.
LIVEcut™ Scheduler

Harmonic's LIVEcut™ is a live media ingest solution that enables operators to extend on-demand services by automating capture
of live broadcast TV content. The LIVEcut system provides consumers with the convenience of watching television programming
free of pre-scheduled time restrictions is driving profound changes in the technology platforms employed by PayTV service oper-
ators in the competitive TV services marketplace. 

Mailing Address: 549 Baltic Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 U.S.A.
Tel: +1-408-542-2500  Fax: 1-408-542-2511

www.harmonicinc.com

Media Ingesting

Envivio
Extreme Encoding Core™ (XEC™) 

Envivio® XEC technology improves video quality and provides an expanded compression toolset for IPTV, mobile TV, Internet
TV, HDTV and broadcast applications. Combining software based compression core with server-based hardware, XEC technolo-
gy delivers both a toolset and a mechanism for delivering high picture quality using less bandwidth. Features such as multipass,
lookahead, new decision core, advanced motion estimation, and advanced filtering modes are supported by the technology to bring
about substantial encoding quality enhancements. This is especially true for complex scenes that can be found in sporting events,
action movies and any other fast motion content. 

Mailing Address: 400 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 325, South San Francisco, CA 94080 USA.
Tel: +1-650-243-2700  Fax: +1-650-243-2750

www.envivio.com

Video Coder
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If you know of an event that may be helpful to the readers of IP Television Magazine, please
send details to: editorial@IPTVMagazine.com or call us at 1-919-557-2260.
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